Entropy maximization procedure has been a general practice in many diverse fields of science to obtain the concomitant probability distributions. The consistent use of the maximization procedure on the other hand requires the probability distributions to obey the probability multiplication rule for independent events. However, despite that the nonadditive q-entropy is known not to obey this rule, it is still used with the entropy maximization procedure to infer the probability distributions at the expense of creating artificial biases not present in the data itself. Here we show that this important obstacle can be overcome by considering the intrinsic discrete structure and related averaging scheme of the nonadditive q-entropy. This also paves the road to a better understanding of the entropy maximization procedure of Jaynes.
The concept of entropy is widely used in different contexts such as statistical mechanics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , quantum foundations and information theory [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , complex networks [12] [13] [14] , atmospheric sciences [15, 16] and biology [17] . In all these different fields, one usually employs the so called Boltzmann-Gibbs-Shannon (BGS) entropy (or von Neumann entropy in quantum mechanics), since its use is foundationally justified in a rigorous manner through for example the Khincin axioms [18] . However, the justification of the entropic form is not sufficient per se, since one also practically needs the explicit form of the probability distribution associated with the entropic form. The equilibrium statistical physics in fact succeeded in obtaining this distribution and dubbed it as the canonical distribution. Later, Jaynes obtained the same distribution through an information theoretic analysis now called the entropy maximization procedure i.e. the MaxEnt [19] . Nevertheless, all these works presupposed the form of the entropy right from the beginning. A different and axiomatic route was adopted by Shore and Johnson (SJ) [20] who considered the MaxEnt as their point of departure and proved that the MaxEnt uniquely yields the probability distribution if self-consistent inferences from the data are to be drawn. Once the position of the BGS entropy is secured in this way, then the MaxEnt procedure is safely used to obtain the concomitant distribution. In this regard, SJ axioms secure both the soundness of the MaxEnt procedure and legitimacy of the probability distribution obtained through MaxEnt [21] . Therefore, any violation of the SJ axioms casts doubt on both the raison d'etre of the MaxEnt and the concomitant probability distribution for the particular entropy measure under scrutiny.
SJ criteria are composed of four axioms [20, 22] . The * Electronic address: thomas.oikonomou@nu.edu.kz first one ensures the uniqueness of the maximization solution of the variational functional H written in terms of the set of probabilities {p} n k=1 while the second one warrants the inference to be independent of the chosen coordinate system. The third one, the subset independence, states that whether one treats an independent subset of system states in terms of separate conditional probabilities or fully in terms of joint probabilities should not matter. The last axiom i.e. system independence ensures the absence of biases when the systems are independent in the face of data which do not couple them. In particular, considering two systems A and B with probabilities {u i } and {v j }, respectively, bringing them together implies new bins with the joint probability p ij = u i v j .
It is worth noting that the word independence has different connotations regarding the fourth and third axioms. The former refers to a direct probabilistic context whereas the latter rather implies that the MaxEnt procedure should yield the same results regardless of the number of states one considers. Imagine that, recording the data of an experiment, we do not know whether we have detected all possible states (events) of the phenomenon under scrutiny. However, even when this is the case, the subset independence ensures that the MaxEnt yields correct results regardless of the subset available to us.
The fourth axiom is recently shown to be violated by the nonadditive q-entropy [26] by Pressé et al. [22] . In other words, the distributions associated with the q-entropy do not obey the probability multiplication rule and in turn imply biases even when there is no coupling between the constraints imposed by the data. This in turn jeopardizes the validity of the associated qdistributions and moreover makes one doubt all the findings in the field succeeded through fitting with data [23] . It is worth noting that this violation cannot be explained away by concepts from statistical mechanics such as extensivity, since SJ axioms ensure consistent inference and are insensitive to the properties of the system [24, 25] . SJ axioms have precedence, since it is interested in consistent and unbiased inference i.e. pre-maximization [24] . Skipping this vital step implies also the failure of the post-maximization related arguments such as extensivity but not vice versa.
Before proceeding further, however, it is very important to understand one subtle issue about SJ criteria. These axioms, even before their explicit statements, assume the following structure
as their point of departure where λ and a are Lagrange multiplier and the measured average of the quantity a, respectively. Our focus for now, instead of the axioms themselves, is this equation which at first glance seems very intuitive, since it uses the well-known linear averaging scheme at its foundation. All of the SJ axioms follow this structure and yield consistent inference only when this form of averaging is considered. In fact, this choice of averaging scheme is not accidental at all, since there is another fundamental reason for it aside from being intuitive. BGS entropy, in its formulation by Jaynes and Shannon in particular, is constructed from an ingredient called the information gain (or surprise) i.e. − ln ( p i ). As a matter of fact, BGS entropy is just the linear average of this information gain
where the expression · p indicates that the linear average is taken over the probability p i . The usual recipe to form generalized entropies is either by somehow deforming the information gain or adopting a different averaging scheme (or even both). For example, the Rényi entropy preserves the same information gain expression as the BGS entropy but uses an exponential averaging procedure [27] . On the other hand, the nonadditive q-entropy H q differs than the BGS entropy H in both its information gain expression and averaging procedure:
where − ln q ( p i ) is the q-deformed information gain and · P denotes linear averaging albeit over the distribution P i which is equal to
(or n q−1 p q i explicitly) where the subscript "eq" denotes the uniform probability distribution [28] , and the q-deformed logarithm reads ln q (x) =
(see also Refs. [29, 30] ). If one now compares the BGS and the q-entropy given by Eqs. (2) and (3) respectively, two main differences are clear: the q-entropy is obtained first by deforming the information gain and then using a linear averaging over a distribution different from the one used in the BGS entropy. Then, it is easy to see how and why the q-entropy might fail in satisfying some or all of the SJ criteria which in fact depend on the preceding functional given by Eq. (1) suitably tailored exclusively for the BGS entropy. This is the subtle reason why SJ axioms uniquely yield the BGS entropy. This juxtaposition of two different entropies provides us with the clue on how to proceed, since it now becomes apparent that one should use a linear averaging over the distribution P i in any calculation regarding the nonadditive q-entropy (exactly as one would do the same for the BGS entropy by relying on the distribution p i ) as consistency demands [31] . This crucial observation, as we will see, is enough to remove all the aforementioned obstacles set by the SJ axioms for H q . Lastly, note that we do not impose or define a new averaging scheme for the q-entropy but rather make obvious what is already present in their structure leaving no room for any ad-hoc manoeuvre.
Before moving on with the explicit calculations, another essential ingredient should be explicated: H q is mostly written as the average of the q-deformed information gain where average is taken over the distribution p leads to a consistent relative entropy expression [28] , conforming to the second SJ axiom. Therefore, we do not explicitly consider this axiom here and refer the reader to Refs. [28] and [32] instead.
Armed now with the explicit expression of H q and the associated averaging scheme, we study the system independence axiom by considering, instead of the BGS functional in Eq. (1), the following variation functional
with H q = H q (A + B) = i,j f (p ij ), where we omitted normalization constraint for simplicity. Then, the variation condition δΛ = 0 yields
where K ij = λ a N (q−1) qa i +λ b N (q−1) qb j and N = n A n B . Assuming the general dependence p ij = p(u i , v j ) and ap-plying the derivative ∂ ∂ui on Eq. (5) we have
We then proceed to take the derivative ∂ ∂vj of Eq. (6) so that
Solving the differential equation in Eq. (7) we determine f (p ij ) as
Accordingly, we have
Note that the terms C i (i = 1, 2, 3) may generally depend on q, n A and n B , since we consider the composite system i.e. A + B. Without loss of generality we set C 2 = 1/(q − 1), C 3 = 0 and substitute
with C 1 < 0, so that the composite nonadditive q-entropy reads
However, the SJ approach yields the entropy of the composite system A + B rather than the entropy of a single system. To this aim, one needs to specify both a joint probability composition rule p ij and an entropy composition rule. Only then one can potentially determine the desired single system entropy.
In accordance with the fourth SJ axiom, we adopt the multiplicative joint probability composition rule as p ij = p(u i , v j ) = u i v j and assume C A+B = C A C B , where C A and C B are components of the composite system C A+B for each system separately. This joint probability rule is consistent with the formula N = n A n B already used above. Then, Eq. (10) can be written as
Assuming that the composite system q-entropy H q (A + B) satisfies the q-additivity rule,
it is easy to see that the following single system q-entropy can be traced out
Furthermore, since the second axiom should be satisfied by this expression, we finally obtain
apart from an additive factor. This is indeed the qentropy introduced in Eq. (3).
As shown above the q-entropy in Eq. (14) satisfies the system independence and coordinate invariance axioms. Due to the monotonicity of its slope, it also satisfies the uniqueness axiom as well. Thus, the fourth and last axiom we need to explore is the subset independence, which requires [21] 
The operator D ℓjk is defined as
Then, due the trace-form feature of H q we have D ℓjk H q = 0 and for a * → a P one can easily verify that D ℓjk a P = 0. Hence, we proved that the q-entropy in Eq. (14) with the averaging procedure · P satisfy all four SJ axioms, leaving no room for the artificial biases or any other inconsistencies.
One can now answer another important question regarding H q . In this field, one often relies on the use of the so-called escort distributions to calculate the averages. These distributions are of the form
. The question then remains as to whether the escort distribution based averaging scheme, substituted in Eq. (4), can provide conformity to the SJ axioms warranting a consistent inference. The answer is no and this can be seen first from considering the axiom of the subset independence in Eq. (15) . Then, for any trace-form entropy, the former equation reduces to
yielding after some algebra the following relation
This violates the subset independence axiom, since the probability of an energy state a j depends on another energy state a ℓ as well. Thus, the escort mean value is not a remedy for any trace-form entropy as far as one considers the SJ axioms. In other words, not only q-entropy, but also BGS entropy fails to conform to the subset independence axiom when the escort averaging is used. The SJ criteria heavily rely not only on the definition of the entropy but also on the averaging scheme employed in the functional. In order to see that the use of the escort distributions does not conform to the system independence axiom regarding the q-entropy, consider Eq. (4) but with escort averages now so that the functional reads
After the variation condition i.e. δΛ = 0, the above functional implies
Multiplying the equation above with p ij and summing over all i, j's we have
since k,l (p k,l ) q = 0. Note that we changed the dummy variables (i, j) → (k, l) after the summation. Taking first the derivative
and then the derivative ∂ ∂vj , we have
Applying again the multiplicative probability composition rule p ij = u i v j , we finally see that
whose solution can be explicitly given as
Obviously, i,j f (p ij ) in this case is not the nonadditive q-entropy given in Eq. (14) . To conclude, SJ criteria are indeed powerful and cannot be neglected if one seeks an unbiased inference when there is none in the data. Therefore, they cannot be generalized as one would usually do in the field of generalized entropies. However, SJ criteria implicitly assume that the averaging procedure underlying the entropy and data is the ordinary linear average. It is in this sense that SJ singles out the BGS entropy. If one does not change the averaging procedure and try to fulfil these axioms with another entropy measure, one is bound to violate some or all of these axioms, implying lack of coordinate invariance or creating artificial biases, for example. If one wishes to adopt a new entropy measure, the point of departure should be to determine the averaging scheme that will be compatible with it. Only then, the conformity of the new entropy to these axioms can be investigated. The SJ criteria should be understood as singling out the BGS entropy only when linear averages are employed if a consistent inference is the goal. However, even BGS entropy, as we have demonstrated, fails for example to satisfy one of these axioms, namely subset independence, when a different averaging scheme is employed. The BGS entropy is obtained by the linear average over the distribution p of the information gain whereas the non-additive q-entropy H q is formed by the linear average over the distribution P of the q-deformed information gain. As a result, it is only natural to conclude that the SJ criteria are conformed by the BGS entropy when the linear averages over p are employed while the same set of criteria is satisfied by H q when the linear averages over the distribution P are used. SJ criteria choose the entropy and the averaging that should be employed in a unique manner so that the mostly employed escort distributions too fail to conform to the SJ axioms as we have shown. Of course, it is true that the linear averaging over the distribution p seems more intuitive, since it is almost a matter of habit now with its historical arsenal. However, this does not negate the need for new entropies and new averaging schemes. It remains to be seen in the future as to why nature, if it ever does so, chooses such multitude of entropies and different schemes of averaging.
